
The Big Issues

Note: The views expressed in this section are those of the individual
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Alpine Club, the
Alpine Journal or the Editor.



Leader-placed protection techniques
This term covers the placement and subsequent removal of nuts and Friends
for protection while free-climbing a route. Even hand-placed pitons can be
treated as nuts. It does not encompass preplacement of nuts from an abseil,
though this is preferable to placing bolts. Although the old American/
Alpine style of piton placement and removal could be described as leader
placed protection, this process is largely moribund on free climbs and the
term is thus not generally intended to embrace those past protection
methods, though they did rely on weaknesses in the rock and thus demanded
a full range of skills from the user (unlike bolting, or clipping in-situ bolts).
In free climbing, piton use for making solid belays might still be considered
a valid (though unfashionable) technique on certain types of cliffs (eg loose
sea cliffs).
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A Future for Traditional Values?
Will rock climbing degenerate into 'theme park exercise'?

(Plate 71)

T he rigging of rock climbs and mountain routes with bolts, stanchions,
abseil anchor rings and fixed ropes makes them safer, easier to follow,

and simple in retreat, thereby eliminating the need to carry heavy gear 
nuts and pitons, plus the mountaineering equipment for devious descents.
Pat Littlejohn's article in last year's Alpine Journal (AJI02, 184-187, 1997)
described the 'theme park' attitude to climbing which is now spreading all
over the world, despite the existence of excellent portable protection
equipment. In the same volume Paolo Vitali offered a defence of bolt
placement and even of retrobolting (AJ102, 181-183, 1997). The climbing
world is thus facing a choice. Should mountains and cliffs be allowed to
remain, wherever possible, free from fixed gear, thus retaining their basic
character and challenge, or should the trend towards 'theme park' rigging
be accepted as inevitable - a process which will, if uncontested, eventually
result in all climbs involving awkward rock climbing being bolted?

These two articles made a stimulating contribution to a somewhat overdue
debate to which I have been asked to contribute. As a modest climber, my
views on harder climbing may lack the authority of a major participant.
However, a modest climber, well versed in British, European and American
rock-climbing mores, is perhaps better placed to comment on the pros and
cons of leaving cliffs free from fiXed gear. The easier climbs derive much of
their challenge from the absence of fiXed protection, and their character
would be dramatically changed by any equipping policy.

The origins of leader-placed protection techniques*
The development of nut and other leader-placed protection devices during
the last 40 years is one of the great success stories of climbing, in that these
devices have allowed countless cliffs to be explored without the mass use
of ironmongery. They originated from techniques applied during the first
ascent of the East Buttress (Piggot's Climb) of Clogwyn Du'r Arddu in North
Wales in 1927. Chockstones with slings wrapped round them and linked
to the climbing rope, first by threading and later with karabiners, provided
some protection for climbs in Britain until the early 1960s. (Slings draped
over spikes were also used.) At that point it was discovered that reamed
engineering nuts fitted to slings would do the same job with greater economy.

* See note on opposite page.
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There followed three decades of steady nut development, culminating in
the invention of the Friend and a variety of similar camming devices.

There had already been 40 years of rock-climbing development in Britain
when Piggot's Climb was pioneered. Most of the easier lines had been done
and climbers were eyeing the steeper buttresses; some were even con
sidering placing pitons in order to protect their climbs. Thereafter a strong
movement took place to avoid the use of pitons. Climbers worked hard to
find subtle routes up the cliffs, with places to rest and spikes that they could
use (together with chockstones) to provide some form of protection. A
strict code developed that 'the leader must not fall' and that helshe should
always be able to climb down whatever had been ascended. This policy may
have prevented British climbers from reaching the high technical standards
that were being achieved in the Alps, but it did lay the foundations for a
purer form of rock climbing. The rejection of pitons during the inter-war
years resulted in hundreds of interesting and challenging rock climbs being
pioneered in Britain, with standards averaging S/VS (5.5-5.7 or Alpine 5)
and a few as high as HVS/5b (5.9 or Alpine 6). What the climbs lacked in
technical difficulty they amply repaid in intricacy and excitement.

In the Eastern Alps the great piton debate was conducted during the
years before and after the First World War. Throughout the inter-war years
piton protection assisted the development of rock climbing in the Alps and
probably also on the the smaller training cliffs (Klettergarten) of mainland
Europe. It is important to realise that many of the Alpine pioneers used
pitons sparingly, as their soft metal meant that they deformed easily and,
once placed, they were best left where they were. This had a rationing effect
on their use and many of the Eastern Alpine rock climbs of the period, by
climbers such as Solleder, Wiessner, Steger, Carlesso, Andrich, Tissi, Comici
and Cassin, were still very bold and exceptional ascents. In the Western
Alps some climbers like Armand Charlet resisted the use of the piton, while
others (Allein, Greloz, Roch, Lambert and Gervasutti) had no such qualms.

Thus, while Britain shunned the piton, Europe adopted it. This was under
standable in view of the sheer scale of the cliffs involved. Anyone setting
out on a big Alpine rock climb in the thirties would have been very unwise
to do so without carrying pitons, if only for retreat. Those tackling the
much smaller British cliffs, however, chose to adopt a more sporting
approach which, in hindsight, still looks surprisingly bold on routes like
Great Slab on Cloggy or Great Eastern on Scafell. Two distinct sporting tradi
tions developed, as was demonstrated so forcefully by the Munich Climb
incident on Tryfan in 1936 when visiting German climbers used pitons on
a British first ascent. Outraged local experts immediately removed them.

The postwar position
After the Second World War there was a slight increase in piton use in
Britain. For about 25 years they were used sparingly on the hardest climbs
but once nuts had been fully developed they were systematically removed,
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though they did continue to have a role, particularly for belaying, in sea
cliff exploration. There was also a brief period when post-war climbers
practised aid climbing to prepare themselves for the big routes on the Dru,
the Tre Cime and, later, Yosemite. This took place on a few clearly defined
cliffs and, in general, did not disrupt the mainstream cragging tradition.

In the Alps British free-climbing prowess (developed on gritstone and on
Clogwyn Du'r Arddu) was demonstrated on the West Face of the Aiguille
de Blaitiere by Joe Brown and Don Whillans by a new climb which subse
quent parties were soon forced to rig with fixed aid points (wooden wedges).
There were many good continental climbers around at that time. Their
best performances were in the Dolomites where climbers like Aste, Sussati,
Phillip, Brandler, Hasse and later Messner, Gogna and Cozzolino estab
lished fine routes in good style. Other climbers, of lesser ability, were forcing
climbs with hundreds of pitons and bolts, however, and were even placing
bolts to overcome the difficult sections of existing climbs. This incurred
the wrath of R~inholdMessner whose essay 'Murder of the Impossible'
(Mountain 15, 1971) was a stinging rebuke of such practices and stiffened
Eastern Alpine ethics at a time when they threatened to get totally out of hand.

The international growth of leader-placed protection techniques
British nut protection techniques received a massive boost in the late 1960s
when they were adopted by leading American climbers. American protec
tion techniques (which involved constant placing and removing of pitons
on both free and aid climbs) were causing such damage to cliffs that it was
clear that something had to change. Ironically, the piton removal ethic had
been prompted by the conservation ideas of John Muir and the Sierra Club.
Yosemite climbers were seeking to avoid leaving their cliffs littered with
old pitons, as in the Alps. This led to the development of hard metal pitons
that could be used and removed again and again. The popular routes thus
got more and more scarred, so enlightened climbers like Royal Robbins
and Yvon Chouinard started to use nuts brought over from Britain. Once
Chouinard and his partner Tom Frost began to manufacture and market
them (with more sophisticated designs and skilful, conservation-linked,
publicity) their adoption throughout the United States, for both aided big
wall climbing and conventional crag climbing, was rapid.

By that time the main European rock climbs were littered with pitons
that had proliferated after the first ascents. But when European climbers,
plus those from other climbing nations, began visiting the United States in
large numbers to sample its large-scale rock climbs, they soon accepted the
superior ethics they found there and took them back to their own countries.
The 1970s therefore saw fledgling leader-placed protection movements
beginning in France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland.

There followed a period when a few major Alpine rock climbs were pio
neered using leader-placed protection techniques, notable examples being
the Pumprisse in the Kaisergebirge and rock routes on the Charmoz by
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Cordier and the south side of Mont Blanc by Italian teams. The whole
process was strengthened worldwide, particularly on smaller cliffs, by trav
elling climbers such as Henry Barber, John Allen, John Ewbank, Kim
Carrigan, Pete Livesey and Ron Fawcett who demonstrated fierce free climb
ing using these techniques. Unfortunately this 'ultra-pure' phase in the
1970s and early 1980s was too short to take deep root in most countries. It
should have led to novices being introduced to the techniques at an early
stage. Unfortunately this did not happen. Klettergarten remained piton
rigged and young climbers seem not to have been encouraged to learn the
new techniques.

Parties carried nuts but often these were seen as gear for experts, rather
than fundamental gear for all climbers. Despite the enlightenment of a few,
the mass of European climbers never changed their ways. From the early
days, they expected rock climbs to be fully pitoned Gust as hill walks were
waymarked). The piton at least had to use cracks and was thus guided to
some extent by what the mountain had to offer. But during the 1970s climbers
seem to have got out of the habit orcarrying hammers and pitons, and thus
be able to take responsibility for their own protection or abseil anchors.

Meanwhile, with good protection, standards had rocketed, a process also
aided by the advent of climbing walls. The big international proving
grounds like Yosemite and Verdon encouraged the best climbers to dem
onstrate their skills. Soon conventional local cliffs seemed too easy. It was
clear that, provided good protection could be found, far steeper cliffs could
be tackled. Leader-placed protection was difficult and strenuous to place
securely in such situations. Moreover, these steeper cliffs (they were often
limestone) were frequently crackless. Bolts were the answer.

The bolt gun arrives
This was the position in the early 1980s. At that moment an important
new invention became easily available - the cordless power drill. This was
a device that allowed the rapid and efficient placing of bolts, particularly
when dangling down an overhanging cliff or, when lightweight versions
appeared, leading Alpine rock climbs. A number of cliffs in southern France
were developed in this way with some very hard and spectacular climbs.
Soon climbers everywhere were rigging up their own local overhanging
cliffs and 'working' their own set of desperate routes.

It is doubtful whether this type of climbing could ever have proliferated
without the power drill: previously walls of this type had been unclimbable
unless they had already been ascended by aid climbers, eg Ravenstor and
Kilnsey. Even top-roping was not feasible, as the pendulums involved would
have been too great. The problem was that the power drill was soon applied
to cliffs that might have been climbed without it. As such its appearance
may come to be seen as a black day for climbing.

Hitherto, the bolt, piton and leader-placed nut had reached a satisfactory
balance. The bolt was tiresome to place, thereby limiting its use, and nut
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techniques had developed to such a point of sophistication that they rendered
pitons, apart from the thinnest blades, virtually unneccessary. Various short
cuts for aid climbing, such as bat hooks, bashies and rivetting, had developed
but all were precarious. The nut and the Friend were poised to conquer the
world. Had they done so, it would have been a tremendous boon to both
adventurous climbing and conservation.

In Britain most of our cliffs enjoy this sublime state. Walk to the bottom
of Cloggy or Stanage and the situation is the same today as it has always
been: a cliff without any sign of iron - either bolts or pitons. The guidebook
must be read, however. The route must be located and assessed and judged
constantly as one progresses, with an eye to its exact line and its protection
possibilities. Thus the outcome and the attendant quality of adventure
remains in doubt until the route is finally climbed and its secrets divulged.
Moreover, in conservation terms, our cliffs remain free from paraphernalia.
Even on hard limestone cliffs like Rubicon Wall, some very bold routes
had been done without it. The same boast could be made (in general) of
places like the Shawangunks and large tracts of Yosemite.

Sport climbing and the cordless drill
The cordless drill has changed all that. A new generation of hard over
hanging climbs was developed, resulting in very demanding, highly
spectacular but generally safe 'sport climbing'. Some climbers liked this,
as they could still appear to be performing at top levels without taking any
great risks or undergoing any arduous inconvenience.

If these developments had remained on the very overhanging cliffs
they would have presented no great problem. But they spread to other
cliffs. Big semi-Alpine cliffs were tackled and, worst of all, the smaller
crags, often with quite easy climbs, were also fitted up. Each of these 'sport'
cliffs was also rigged to allow quick abseil descents or lower-offs, thus
enabling climbers to escape in the face of bad weather or to avoid awkward,
circuitous, and frequently dirty and dangerous descents - the previous
prosaic inconveniences of the sport. Thus, freed from rock climbing's
tiresome and time-consuming aspects, a new sort of sybaritic climber began
to develop who expected to be confronted solely with the route. At a stroke
there developed a breed of sun-worshipping activists secure in their own
technically focused world.

A number of groups popularised this type of climbing. Firstly there
were leading technical climbers (in Britain these included many who
had a fine adventure climbing record) who wished to concentrate on
pushing the frontiers of technical difficulty, free from the 'distraction' of
risk. In France this group acquired high publicity and glamour which
soon led to demands for easier climbing to be protected in the same
manner so that everyone could take part. The cliff protection organis
ation, COSIROC, took these demands to heart and instituted a bolt-equip
ping programme on many cliffs, all in the name of egalite.
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In Britain those actually toting power-drills (with one or two exceptions)
tended to come from the group that some people have referred to as
'B team climbers' - those who are not in the top rank but who would like to
be seen as such. This is an important group, as they were the ones who, in the
past, made an informed and appreciative audience that identified and lion
ised the greatest climbs and sought to repeat them. In effect, they cemented
the culture. With the appearance of very hard and serious adventure climbs,
like Indian Face, Beau Geste, The Bells, the Bells and Endof the Affair, it may be
that this group psychologically surrendered, admitting that the game had
become too tough to emulate. Sport climbing provided the way out: the
opportunity to excel but without the now awesome risks.

Instructional groups and outdoor centres also yearned to place bolts. In
Britain bolts appeared (but were quickly removed) on some training crags
- amidst genuine outrage. It is clear that those involved in using cliffs for
novice training would like to fix anchor points at the top, but in Britain the
established ethical conventions do not allow it. Elsewhere the conventions
are less rigorous.

The removal of the allegedly tire~ome inconveniences and discomforts
of the sport also encouraged more women to take up climbing. Bolt-pro
tected sport climbing (particularly in the controlled climbing-wall setting)
has clearly proved a female attraction where previously there had been (for
whatever reason) far more circumspection. Sport climbing removes the
need to hang around to securely place 'tiresome' nuts. Clipping quick draws
to bolts on sunny cliffs or in warm gymnasiums rigged up for easy descents
is an altogether more user-friendly activity. Female nimbleness, dexterity
and better power-to-weight ratios could thus be fully exploited on the actual
climbing. At the same time there are male climbers who now avidly climb
with their wives and girlfriends in a sport-climbing setting but steer clear of
major adventure climbs, with the possibility of long falls onto dodgy gear.
There are, of course, many notable exceptions to these generalisations. I
know a number of women climbers who are just as obsessive about their next
big adventure leads (in all grades) as any male enthusiast. There are, in
addition, groups of extremely bold and innovative female climbers who are
actually taking the lead in hard traditional new-route exploration (where
previously women had been notable by their absence). It may be that this
has been facilitated by the more comprehensible entries to the sport provided
by climbing walls, sport climbing and competitions. Alternatively, it may
just be a manifestation of the fact that women are now beginning to chal
lenge men in many of the hitherto male-dominated sporting activities.

Another group seems particularly enthusiastic about bolted climbs - age
ing experts. These types got hooked on the buzz of the adventurous 'big
scene' in their youth and wish to continue to climb on hard rock but
without the adventure risks. This group often includes some of the bold
est participants of the past, who for some reason seem unconcerned to
see the old values steadily being dismantled.
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How the bolting changed climbing
In Britain the new bolt-protected rock climbs were (until recently) put up
mainly on very hard and steep cliffs, most other cliffs having already been
developed with a matrix of traditional rock climbs, recorded in guidebooks
and protected by tradition. This was not the case on many continental cliffs
where much of the small crag climbing, piton-abused from the start, seems to
have failed to generate a respectful tradition and history. This situation was
made worse by the absence, for the smaller cliffs, of official guidebook systems.
In Britain these are published by the main clubs and edited by climbers of
long experience and bent on ethical rectitude, but in Europe this type of official
guidebook tradition is focused only on the main Alpine areas - the guides
of the CAF, CAS and CAI being exceptional in terms of quality and historical
accuracy. Many of the smaller cliffs have been left to private adhocpublishing
ventures with little on-going tradition and continuity. Good guidebooks are
essential if there is no obvious signs of passage, such as a line of fIxed pitons or
bolts. Such climbs and guidebooks also encourage more careful study and
assessment of the cliff. On the continent descriptions in one language are
more difficult to popularise for crags where multi-lingual solutions are sought
- here the ubiquitous topo guide, giving the grade and general position of
each anonymous line of bolts, is a further convenience provided in the rise
of sport climbing. With the absence of this culture-of-care ethic, many
European cliffs rapidly succumbed to the bolting made possible by the cordless
drill. Now, in Britain, private guidebooks, imbued with the sport-climbing
culture, are beginning to appear, offering a supposedly 'modern' ethic that
is starting to bypass the traditional approach.

Another factor should be mentioned - the advent of the package-tour,
low-stress holiday. Climbers of an adventurous bent, who might normally
seek to test themselves against one of the great rock or Alpine routes (with
all the heart-searching commitment that involves), are happy to patronise
safe sport climbing in places like Costa Blanca, Majorca or Tenerife.

In more central areas of Europe, despite the presence of a regular local
clientele, the cliffs are being steadily bolted. Saulges, for example, is a
typical limestone cliff near Le Mans with climbs of all grades. It was
originally developed by aid climbers; the routes are now mainly free but all
are bolt protected. On a quick visit I sampled two routes, both based on
easily nut-able cracks, both 'well' bolted, to use the usual weasel word.
While I was there I witnessed an instructor toting a large box of drilling
equipment for bolting a face of manifestly easy climbing.

On the Martinswand in the Vosges, a sort of hillside Bosigran with plenty
of nut-able cracks, Jean Pierre Bouvier noted in his guidebook Rock Qimbing
in France that the pitons had been removed to encourage nut use, but when
I visited the cliff in the late 1980s new bolts sprouted everywhere.

Near Landeck, a band of crags called A.fJenhimmel, above the main road
to the east of the town, offers Tremadog-style climbing of some interest,
with many cracks and obvious lines with an average VS/HVS standard.
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The recently-developed cliff was 'well' bolted and each route was paint
marked, numbered and titled. I asked the opinion of an obviously old and
experienced climber who was there with his son: 'Surely this is terrible?' I
suggested. 'It's only a training crag,' he shrugged. 'It won't happen in the
mountains.' Herein lies the cultural difference between (mainland) European
and British climbing. Many European climbers never seem to have regarded
their smaller valley cliffs as a valuable resource on which to develop a climb
ing system of real rigour. The lower Dauphine cliffs around Brians:on, for
example, were recently all retrobolted and this was announced as a triumph
by local guides who value the convenience and safety as they ply their trade.

In northern Europe, at least, it seems that rigour increases the further
one travels away from the Alps. Britain, Fontainebleu, Brittany, Saxony
and areas of Scandinavia, for example, maintain tough ethics. There are ex
ceptions to this, however. Freyr in Belgium is pretty raddled when it should,
in the 1970s, have developed an ethic akin to the Avon Gorge or Tremadog.
The cliffs of northern France are a curious mishmash of mixed ethics
(Mortain, Clecy, Ile-aux-Pies etc), -and Le Saussois which should have an
ethic as tough as High Tor or Stoney Middleton is steadily succumbing to
the bolt. Val de Mello in Italy, an area that developed demanding slab
climbing in the 1970s (like Tuolumne or Etive), is now, if Paolo Vitali is
correct, to be subjected to retrobolt protection. St Victoire in Provence, for
years an area of challenging ethics, now sprouts new bolts all across its
lower tier. Sooner or later these will spread to the cliffs of the upper tier.

At this point, I must mention the minimalist bolted routes of the Remy
brothers, Kaspar Ochsner and Michel Piola. These can be found on the
big limestone escarpment cliffs and the granite walls and slabs of Central
Switzerland (Salbit, Graue Wand, Biihlenhorn, Grimsel, Fiesch, etc) and
on convenient facets in the Chamonix Aiguilles (Grepon, Charmoz,
Blaitiere, Petites Jorasses, Grand Capucin, etc). These climbs, with bolts
usually placed on the lead (initially by hand, but later utilising lightweight
power drills) also involve the use of nuts and Friends. They allow spec
tacular climbing in big mountain settings where the lightly-rigged climber
can cavort on cliffs where, hitherto, helshe might have been climbing, with
some aid points, wearing boots and carrying a sack. !

Such convenience climbing, epitomised in the guide SchweizExtrbne, has
gained rapid popularity. The climbs are long and demanding, with chal
lenging run-outs between the bolts where nuts and Friends can be used for
some extra protection, as allowed by the rock. Colleagues who regularly
patronise the routes on the Grimsel, Fiesch and the big Swiss limestone
cliffs speak highly about their quality. It is clear, however, that notwith
standing their initial frugal bolting ethic, this type of climbing is leading to
far more heavily bolted imitations and even retrobolting. Illustrations of
some of the routes show bolts appearing in positions that can clearly be
protected by nuts and it seems likely that the bolting will steadily prolifer
ate so that eventually only quick-draws will be required.
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Thus European rock climbing has changed. We now have a mixture of
heavily bolted lower cliffs and partially bolted semi-Alpine cliffs. How
long will it be before the great Alpine rock climbs on the Drus, the Jorasses,
the Eckpfeiler, Freney and Brouillard faces of Mont Blanc, the Tre Cime,
the Badile and the Civetta are bolted up for convenience climbing?

Does climbing reflect a changing cultural preoccupation?
This new simplification of the rock-climbing experience may be a reflection
of a broader cultural change. Climbing in the past, be it challenging rock
climbing or alpinism, was lauded for the demands it made on good judge
ment and courage and steadiness in the face of adversity. This might involve
poor protection, awkward route-fmding in ascent and descent, loose rock,
bad visibility, difficult weather and, in the Alps, uncomfortable bivouacs,
stonefall, avalanches and blizzards - a veritable obstacle course of problems.
Tackling and overcoming such problems, in addition to the actual technical
difficulties of the climb, were considered the measure of one's ability and
competence as a climber - all-round skills that we all sought to perfect.
Nowadays many of these matters are regarded as tiresome distractions that
impede 'enjoyment' (a constantly used word by apologists) of the technical
aspect of the sport. Bolting has provided an easy solution to the problems
posed by 'the awkward bits'. Climbs can be completed, free from excessive
risk, and quite quickly. This, in turn, allows light logistics and even faster
movement. The whole logistical equation is being changed by adapting
the mountain or crag to allow fast movement.

Malte Reopper has just produced an elegant book Sport Climbing in the
Alps which records some of the more challenging Central Swiss bolt
protected climbs. In discussing the possibility of a co-edition with him,
I pointed out that the illustrations of the Hammerbruch in the Salbitschijen
showed climbers protected by bolts placed alongside obviously nut-able
cracks. He admitted, with regret but no fiery outrage, that this and other
Salbit climbs had been unnecessarily retrobolted and that these included
the classic West Ridge. Thus we have the whole Alpine rock saga begin
ning again: climbs done initially with a small number of bolts but later
sprouting more as repeat parties seek greater security. Had the power drill
not existed, this whole sad process would have been avoided.

Is bolt-protected climbing really Climbing?
Can people who ascend pre-equipped routes claim to be really climbing?
Being a 'Climber' is a proud term that implies the ability to conduct oneself
safely over mountain and cliff terrain by one's own skill. I do not believe
that those who carry no nuts and pitons and who expect mountain routes
to be bolted and rigged for their convenience are taking part in 'climbing'
in the true meaning of the word: 'extreme mountain exercise' might be a
more accurate term. Climbing walls, equipped in this manner, have now
developed at such a pace that they too are introducing a whole new dynamic
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to the sport. They have, of course, the advantage of allowing climbers to
train up to peak exercise fitness in a warm and very sociable atmosphere.
The downside is that the invention of the fully-bolted climbing wall (taking
over from the more judgement-demanding bolt-free bouldering walls) may
now prove to be as fundamental a change in climbing as the invention of the
heated indoor swimming pool must have been in that sport. Prior to that
there was, perhaps, a breed of doughty lake and river swimmers as attuned
to the vagaries and dangers of water as mountaineers and rock climbers are
to avalanche conditions and loose crags. Once the swimming pool was
invented, speeds and techniques no doubt improved, but the price was a
totally controlled, safe, predictable and regulated environment.

Competitions have also exerted a thoroughly unhelpful dynamic on the
sport. Having easily identifiable 'champions' is ideal for commerce, the
media and those who have entered the sport seeking experiences and rewards
akin to athletics. Such events are also valued by such diverse bodies as the
various Alpine Resort Tourist Boards and the UK National Indoor Arena.
Even the central bureaucratic orgarusations of climbing - the BMC, the
UIAA, the FFM, etc - have adopted them, allegedly only with reluctance,
'to control and guide them and prevent them falling under the influence of
other bodies who have less interest in climbing mores'. After ten years of such
events it is now clear that the BMC and the UIAA actually like having com
petitions to administer.

The competitions themselves have some useful spin-offs; participants
have noted their sociability, their opportunities for exotic overseas travel
and their discipline in making controlled sustained leads in strenuous
situations. I believe the negative aspects of such events greatly outweigh

. the alleged benefits. Most damagingly they provide a regular illustration
of climbing as an extreme and very safe sport whereas the reality (in Britain
at least) is that it is invariably much easier and much more dangerous. They
portray climbers as fierce competitors whereas the reality is that the danger
demands a high degree of realistic judgement that discourages rash
competition. They convey a totally inaccurate image of the sport as a safe
activity, most perniciously to youngsters and their parents, but also to the
authorities and, perhaps ominously, to insurance companies.

Soon, after conventional crag accidents, coroners, police and politicians
will begin to ask 'Why weren't the cliffs bolted as we have seen on televised
competitions?' Soon there will be pressures to propel the sport into a safer
mould and these will be eagerly supported by those who wish sport climb
ing to grow. The traditional challenge (danger) will come to be seen as a
bad thing. Bolt protection will gain more and more approval in that it will
allow more people of all ages and sexes to take part and allow complete
concentration on performance, and thus transform the sport into some
thing more like conventional athletics.

Climbing walls and competitions, with their attendant advertising and
media hype, are already generating a new breed of people who actually
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believe they are going 'climbing'. In the United States, I understand, this
group is now very large and they are moving outside to bolted crags on
which they can continue (often at a very high standard) with the make
believe that they are 'climbers'. The crunch comes when they decide to
visit normal cliffs, that are not rigged and that demand the full panoply of
climbing skills. There, for a time, they find themselves undertaking a steep
learning or revulsion experience which can sometimes end in disaster.

Exactly the same thing has happened in the Eastern Alps where classic
climbs in ranges like the Dachstein and the Gesause are now considered
not well enough protected for the new breed of climbing-wall-trained
climbers. If this was merely a temporary phase while they learned their
craft, it might be shrugged off (we all arrive by diverse routes) but this new
group, and particularly their parents and attendent instructors, will soon
expect training cliffs to be rigged like climbing walls. This has already
happened in Switzerland and France. Swiss climbing hut wardens and
their regular guides now seek their adjacent rock climbs to be rigged up to
attract wall-trained climbers. This was certainly the dynamic that led to
cliffs like the Graue Wand and the Salbit West Ridge being retrobolted.
For the same reason we can soon expect this treatment for all the major
Dolomite classics and the North Ridge of the Badile (probably the face as
well), the 'Flat Iron' of Pizzi Gemelli, the Cengalo and eventually (I fully
expect) many of the rock routes of Chamonix, such as the North Ridge of
the Aiguille de I'M and the Papillons Arete. In 1997 there were plans to
completely rig up the Zmutt Ridge. If that occurs and is accepted, all other
sections of difficult rock on classic Alpine climbs are likely to be rigged.

In Britain how long will places like the IdwaI Slabs and Milestone Buttress
be able to retain their challenging aspects (particularly their awkward
descents) once the rigged wall generation really begins to exert a serious
influence? This new breed will expect the mountains to be safe from all
technical hazards - they will not understand, and decry as 'elitist', an
attitude that wishes to retain a mountain's or a crag's classic difficulties.

Is the old sport worth saving?
Why should we seek to keep the Zmutt Ridge tough? Why shouldn't the
Idwal Slabs, the Badile North Ridge and the other great classics be retro
bolted? Why should we resist the establishment of bolt-protection of cliffs
that might easily be climbed without it?

Stephen Venables, in a recent article in High, described the deeply satis
fying challenge of a climb like the Zmutt (in its unequipped state) and its
ability to leave those that rise to its challenge with a profound sense of
achievement (and this from one who has climbed a new route on Everest).
How can we convince the villagers of Zermatt that they risk destroying the
equivalent of a priceless 'old master' if they despoil the Zmutt?

There is nothing elitist in taking a stand that maintains the intrinsic
challenges in sports. In seeking to protect our sport's proven characteristics
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we are merely informed aesthetes jealously protecting an exquisite art form.
The beauty of the sport thus protected is that quite easy climbs can continue
to offer high challenge to the person of matching experience or fitness. In
this manner, far from being elitist, a sport that takes care to preserve the
full character of its environmental challenges, remains demanding at all
levels and thus quintessentially egalitarian. A sport rigged up for safety
and performance will probably soon become highly elitist, and at the same
time be performance-obsessed and conformist.

Have the climbing magazines properly defended the sport?
The battle for the soul of climbing is thus joined. The rest of the world
looks to Europe to resolve it, though America, as always, has a key role to
play. In the eighties, competitions and power-drilling swept the States,
unrestrained by those best placed to strike a cautionary note. Royal Robbins
and others, including myself, pleaded with Michael Kennedy to take a harder
line, in his otherwise fine magazine Climbing, on the spread of rap-bolting
across cliff after cliff. Instead he pmsued a policy of appeasement and gave
heavy coverage to both sport 'exercise' and competitions.

In Britain all .the magazines have adopted a similar role, with adverts,
news items and features about the spread of sport 'exercise' and com
petitions, whilst at the same time under-stressing the really major rock
climbing developments. There should have been a far more spirited degree
of editorial enquiry and censure of factors that were clearly damaging
climbing. At least the official British guidebooks have maintained a sturdy
defence of our traditions.

In Europe the magazines have all uniformly swooned over competitions
and have been equally eager to carry body-beautiful features about the largely
unimportant activities of the sport climbers (exercisers). This state of
affairs recently reached a nadir with the Italian magazine Alp's proposal to
head a consortium of trade sponsors to rebolt Piola's routes on the Grand
Capucin.

Readers may feel that this article is unduly strident, but at least it cannot
be deemed hypocritical or inconsistent. When I edited Mountain we were
proud to follow the lead of Alpinismus and Ascent and, earlier, the Alpine
Journal tradition set and maintained by Percy Farrar, Edward Strutt and
T Graham Brown. These publications were fearless in spotlighting hum
bug and falsehood, and at giving poor climbing, particularly where ethical
lapses were involved, the savage press it deserved. The disgraceful Maestri
bolt route on Cerro Torre got such coverage in Mountain, though care was
taken to give ample space and enquiry to the counter view.

Recently, High (No 154, page 18) carried the story of a fme rock climb
discovered and climbed by a group of guides in traditional style on a crag
above the Piansecco Hut in Switzerland. It seems it was about HVS, solid
and well protected with nuts and Friends. Shortly afterwards, the same
guides came along and retrobolted it to create a guiding allurement for
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themselves and the hut. Why were those responsible not prominently
identified and pilloried by the climbing press? Why did normal climbers
not immediately go out and strip the bolts? Why did the authorities respons
ible for the environment not protest as they surely would have done in the
United States? Indeed in the United States there have already been National
Parks that have banned the power drill, and the Mohonk Trust (who
administer the Shawangunks) have to their credit always resisted bolting.
The power drill is now banned in Yosemite National Park. It is quite clear
that power-drilling activity represents a grave threat to the mountain
environment, not least in all the remote big-wall areas, such as Baffin,
Greenland, Baltoro, Patagonia.

Is there a future for traditional climbing values?
In preparing this piece, I have been warned not to be too negative. Some of
my friends take the view that my alarmist comments are too gloomy, and
that there are signs of a renewal of proven and basic values. They point out
many examples of fine adventurous and innovative climbing. It was a relief
to publish Paul Pritchard's Deep Play - a book which celebrates this new spirit
- and I know that there are groups with the same inspirational approach to
climbing in each of the main climbing nations. Neverthess I believe that
the overall trend is very much towards 'equipping' and, as the appetite for
adventurous climbing dies out among the masses, the elite will soon be
starved of the peer-group support that sustains and encourages them.

In the belief that the traditional approach to climbing is infinitely more
rewarding, I would like to propose three immediate actions that might help
to put a brake on this drift towards the 'theme park' type emasculation of
mountaineering and rock climbing.

(1) The UIAA should forge a world mountaineering policy outlawing
the power drill. This could then be presented to the National Parks as an
environmentally desirable policy, ensuring that no further expeditions to
the great walls of Greenland, Baffin, Patagonia and the Baltoro are able to
use it. Following this move, the European and American National Parks
should also be encouraged to adopt the policy. This would not eliminate
sport climbing, but it would surely redress the balance and make it far more
difficult for it to proliferate. It would also serve notice to equipment
advertisers that mass bolting is not environmentally respectable.

(2) The Maestri bolt route on Cerro Torre should be removed by a posse
of the world's top big-wall climbers (ideally including several Italians).
The same team could then join forces to make the first ascent of the true
SE Ridge climb to which Maestri should have applied his famed rock
climbing talents in the first place, instead of indulging in all those tawdry
compressor-bolting activities.
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(3) The 'convenience' routes above various Alpine huts, eg the South Face
of Cassino Baggio above the Piansecco Hut (see High 154, page 18), those by the
Salbit Hut including the West Ridge, the Niedennann Route on the Graue
Wand and the ancient rope-rigged route on the Dent du Geant should all have
their bolts, ropes and the like removed, ideally under the aegis of the main
national clubs. Ideally the Mitteleggi Ridge, the H6rnli, the Italian Ridges of
the Matterhorn and all the newly-invested via ferrate should also be de-rigged
but their future might be the subject of a special conference.

The debolting of the Cerro Torre climb would be seen by all as a dramatic
international rejection of power drilling in the mountains. If the Geant's
ropes were removed it would reinvest one of Italy's greatest peaks with the
status it truly deserves.* The result of these three policies would be to
strike a massive international blow for real climbing values and to put a
brake on the advance of bolting and rigging.

In conclusion, I would like to quote from a letter written by Royal Robbins
to the Editor of Les A/pes on 3 Jam1ary 1995 after Robbins had heard that
routes on the cliffs above Leysin, of which he had made the fIrst ascents in
1964 with George Lowe, had been turned into sport climbs:

It makes me sad to realize that every route that is retrobolted is another
nail in the heart of a great and noble craft to which we respond because
it brings out the best in us, and causes us to grow until we are big
enough to face the challenges of the mountains, rather than bring
those challenges down to our level. Retrobolting removes risk. It
removes uncertainty. Both are key elements in true climbing
adventure. I can only hope that future generations will recognize
what the great climbers of the past have taught us: It's not getting to
the top that counts. It's the way you do it, and that they will undo the
damage that this misguided generation has wrought.

I should add that Claude Remy had told me, at the 1994 BMC Conference,
that if Royal Robbins complained about the retrobolting at Leysin, he would
personally debolt the routes and return them to their original state. Royal
duly provided this letter. As far as I am aware the bolts are still there.

* Note: The de-rigging of the Dent du Geant would have an educative effect
on the whole Alpine-climbing community. The Italians believe that it was always
rigged, whereas it was originally climbed free from ropes (though not to the
highest point) by J J Maquignaz and his family and only rigged up afterwards
for political and commercial reasons. Other parties had previously tried to climb
it properly, and W W Graham made a true first ascent to the highest point soon
after it had been rigged, avoiding most of the fixed ropes. If the Geant ropes
were removed, it would return one of the greatest Alpine 4000m peaks to its
natural difficulty, making the achievement of that goal an ascent of real prestige.



71. Local 'club' climbers tackling a bolt-equipped cliff at Beauyoir near Poitiers. In Britain,
such a cliff, similar to sections of Malham Right Wing, would probably be climbed using nuts.
(Ken Wilson) (P175)
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